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In this country unemployment is on the rise. Many see the current economy with a dark 

view. It is becoming increasingly difficult to find and hold a job with which one can support a 

family. Although there are less high school students graduating each spring college campuses 

have swelled due to more students from these high schools heading off to seek a degree. The 

hope of better jobs has caused many older students to return to join the young hopefuls behind a 

desk. 

Other high school graduates choose to immediately explore opportunities in the job 

market among a variety of jobs which require the knowledge of learned skills and 

apprenticeships such as electricians, plumbers, and contractors. While college is not necessary 

for everyone, the years spent studying have value far beyond the degree earned. 

The college environment is a large change from the high school classroom. One is 

completely surrounded by people with extremely different backgrounds filled with a veritable 

plethora of opinions. If one chooses to become involved with a student organization such as the 

student government, intramural sports, or a club to explore other interests it requires learning to 

work with a diverse team of people to obtain a personal or common goal. 

To do this effectively it is impossible to have a closed mind. Listening to their whole 

opinion without “turning off” is important, no matter how strange or wrong what they think or 

believe is to you. The same is probably true of your beliefs and opinions to them. To most people 

you meet, going to church twice a Sunday sounds absurd, but there are quite valid reasons for 

this practice. Just as the decisions you make are backed by reasonable beliefs, the people you 

meet will have opinions backed by what they believe is reasonable information. 

Most people will feel more respected and are more willing to listen to you if you listen to 

everything they say. If you choose to disagree they will respect you more if you can rationally 

defend yourself. 

At school the Christian student has moved in most cases from a room full of classmates 

who hold to the same beliefs to being surrounded by classmates who have read little of the Bible 

or are of a religion which is much different than the Reformed faith. Through exposure to people 

of other beliefs one can become more solid in what he believes. 

The environment can be quite different. The Christian students finds himself required to 

make choices that were never even a thought before. It is very easy to become a rationalizing 

creature rather than a rational, moral creature. 

It is very easy to look at the alarm after a long Saturday night and think how nice it would 

be to sleep till noon and think oh well, you can still attend church at night. These experiences 

force the student to determine for themselves how they will choose to live and what they truly 

believe and why they believe it. 

College a is wonderful testing ground to explore options and find something you enjoy 

studying or doing. Many students graduate from high school and have no idea what they’d like to 

do or know even half of what is available to them. A year at college can expose options or 

develop skills which may lead to a degree and career. 

While many women choose to become married, a college degree is hardly wasted. If in 

the event of an accident which forces their spouse to be unable to work or at this time it is easily 

conceivable their spouse might not be able to get a job with which they could support a family, a 



college degree would allow them to work at a job which could better support or help support a 

family than what is available with a high school diploma. 

Even if the degree is never used in the workplace the knowledge obtained is never 

wasted. It can be used in all aspects of life. The Bible speaks of the importance of wisdom and 

knowledge throughout its books. Proverbs 24:3-5 “Through wisdom is an house builded; and by 

understanding it is established. And by knowledge shall the chambers be filled with all precious 

and pleasant riches. A wise man is strong: yea, a man of knowledge increaseth strength.” 
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